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What's new?

- CopyTo is out!
CopytoDVD 4 has been updated to a whole new level and has changed names: CopyTo 5
now offers the following features:
- new design
- makes Audio and Mp3 disks
- now modifies ISO images
- imports existing contents of multisession disks
- better integration in Windows shell
- improved Blu-ray support Try it! It 's free for 21 days!

- ConvertXtoDVD 5
We're very excited to unveil a new feature of the forthcoming ConvertXtoDVD 5: check out
this video to see how you will be able to edit/remove parts of your movies!

Review

- VSO Downloader gets the red carpet treatment on Cnet
Cnet.com, the biggest download site in the US, has praised our VSO Downloader! Read the review and guide
here

VSO Recommends
When we find something good, we share it :-)

- CopyTrans Manager
For those of you who are looking for an alternative to iTtunes to manage your Apple devices,
we have found the perfect app: CopyTrans Manager. It's much easier and straightforward to
deal with and it's free. We give this app a 5 stars rating!

VSO Helpdesk

- Install your VSO product on another PC
Here are the answer to questions we frequently receive: you can install your software on two
PCs/laptops max. If you want to intall it on more devices, whether at home or work, then you
need to buy additional licence(s). To install or reinstall the program if your system needs to
be restored or you bought another PC, simply use the download link and key provided upon
purchase.

Did you know?

- How to... activate the subtitles on videos created by ConvertXToDVD or PhotoDVD ?
You've added your subtitles in ConvertX or typed your comments under your pics with
PhotoDVD, but they're not showing when you play the DVD ? You simply need to activate
them, as some players will not display them automatically. Follow those easy steps.

If you want to contact us please use support form or our Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Bye for now!
The VSO Software Team

